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The Internal Quality Assurance Cell of Sri Vidya Mandir Arts and Science College
(Autonomous), Katteri, successfully organized the NAAC sponsored two-day national level
seminar on “Role on NAAC in Enhancing Quality in Higher Educational Institutions”.
Dr. J. Satish Kumar, IQAC Coordinator gave the welcome address. The seminar
was inaugurated by the Resource Person Prof. B. S. Ponmudiraj, Advisor, NAAC,
Bengaluru. His inaugural address shed light on the need of quality education. There were
seven technical sessions in two days that dealt with varying aspects of central theme of the
seminar.
In the first technical session Dr. B. S. Ponmudiraj Advisor, NAAC, Bengaluru,
instructed the importance of Research and its operational procedure of IQAC and AQAR
related metrics and review process. In Technical session II, Dr. S. Karutha Pandian Dean,
Faculty of Science & Director, IQAC, Alagappa University, Karaikudi insisted to be
informative by asking questions in different manner to enrich knowledge. In technical session
III, Dr. Amiya Kumar Rath Advisor, NAAC, Bengaluru, ensued with QIF statistics,
preparation before during and after A&A process and stages, research innovations and
extensions. Session IV, was the last session of the day by Dr. J. Satish Kumar, IQAC
Coordinator, Sri Vidya Mandir arts and Science College (Autonomous), began with NAAC
and its importance of having best practice as the integral part of the Institutions and newly
introduced guidelines.
In first Session of the second day, Dr. Syed Wajeed, Associate Professor, IQAC
Coordinator, stressed on empowerment oriented approaches towards learning. The second

session was by Dr. S. Alfred Cecil Raj, COE & Dean IQAC, he emphasized on the
responsibilities of the IQAC and it's coordinators precisely. In the third session,
Dr. N. Gunasekaran, IQAC coordinator, Sri Vidya Mandir arts and Science College
(Autonomous), delivered his detailed account on the core values of NAAC and
responsibilities of the students for the development of the society. There were 275
participants in total.

Dr. J. Satish Kumar, IQAC coordinator presented a review

of the seminar in the valedictory session.

Outcome of the seminar:
After attending the seminar the participants understood the importance of the NAAC
Accreditation and its framework. They came to know the issues and challenges in Higher
Educational Institutions. To be inquisitive and interrogative for the betterment of quality
maintenance and also to develop the quality of teaching and publish papers in scholarly
journals.
Follow up action:
1. Persisting to broaden the perspectives of knowledge.
2. Updating and maintaining research innovations and quality.
3. Adopting all the protocols of NAAC and its implementation in the institution.

